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About This Game

Experience the adrenaline-fuelled danger and heart-pounding excitement in the war on organised drug syndicates. When
standard procedures fail, the hardliners are brought in.

Become El Matador, a DEA special agent tasked with taking down the drug barons. A new narcotics cartel is rising across
Central and South America, sharpening its claws and extending its reach. Locate the encampments, infiltrate the headquarters,
and put an end to the cartel's influence. In a tale of corruption, revenge and morality, the mission brief is simple: Eliminate the

threat - Ultimate justice, El Matador style.

Key features:

Hard-hitting, movie-style storyline

Huge arsenal of realistic weapons

Diverse South American settings, from lush jungle to mansions and harbours

Real physics, interactive environments and destructible objects

Gang members, clan bosses, kingpins, and many more villainous enemies

Atmospheric engine animations bring the scenery to life
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Wide range of graphical effects, including cascading shadow maps, high dynamic range rendering and many more

Slow Motion Action feature

FrenzyCAM mode
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Title: El Matador
Genre: Action
Developer:
Plastic Reality Technologies
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2006

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8

Processor: 1.5 GHz Pentium 3 / AMD Athlon Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB DirectX9 compatible graphics card with pixel & vertex shader support (nVidia GeForce 4, ATI Radeon
8500)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound Blaster compatible sound card

English,Russian,Italian,German,French,Czech
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A short immersive experience, a really polished gameplay, good acting and story. Well done to Construct Studio.. Still funny :-).
this game is very good i say go for it.. It's as good as it looks. Just need to play with people! Buy it hop on line and hit me up!.
There are many people exploring bow mechanics and sword mechanics. We have tons of shooters. We know how those work.

This is a horse mechanic. Mounted combat simulator.

You can select your VR comfort level. When you're ready, go for the most realistic version and grab the virtual reigns as you
lead the charge over the field!

Explore virtual mounted combat and help these developers set the benchmark for horse-riding in VR! Daring!. Great game.
Super hard and the crashes are very satisfying. Still better than any of the newer trials games that I've played.
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Great, awesome platformer! Last time I had so much fun was with Rayman Legends! Buy ESCAPE GOAT 2! Great graphics,
nice pacing, clever mechanics, just... AWESOME GAME!. A clever little action-puzzle platformer about a little girl shooting at
tenacles and slimy things with dungeon punk style guns. I've been really looking forward to this one, and I was thankfully not let
down.

Add this one to my cute but devious category, This game has a cute, cupcakey hand-painted character look, but has some very
tricky gameplay segments that test your tactical planning as much as your reflexes.

In this game, you go room by room, level by level, clearing out enemies and making your way to shoot the evil priest, which is
the target of every stage. However, this game is not a Contra-esque action shooter, but more of an action puzzle. Many enemies
are traps that leave behind obstacles or fire hard to avoid missiles when killed, and if you go in guns blazing you can end up
boxing yourself in. The game also makes copious use of pest-spawning flesh creatures that make being accurate and choosing
good footing to advance with important to not getting bowled over by an endless steam of worms.

This is one of the areas where the game does alright. The different weapons all have their uses, while still being adaptable
enough to allow the player something of a favorite playstile. For example, the basic crossbow has enough damage and fire rate
to swiftly mow down a swarm of pests, but it is a bit more deliberate against larger enemies or spawner nests. A shotgun blast
can scatter groups of small creatures and punish big ones, but it's not the best for driving off an advancing swarm with its slow
rate of fire. The fire bow can lock down a spawner or enemy bottleneck, wreathing anything that comes at you in flames, but it
is less effective for attacking or hitting moving targets.

It's all pretty cleverly done, and the game never runs out of tricks. There are only about ten unique enemies or so, but it's paced
out that even in the later stages you'll encounter new threats and still see previous enemies being used in sinister new ways, as
well as getting new weapons and finding new ways to purge.

I don't entirely agree with the scoring system though; especially for a game as short as this. You are rated on time and time only,
so the faster you stake the priest, the more medals and weapons you unlock, which can make getting better times on harder
levels easier. I feel like the game shines most when you are playing to completion though, taking on each enemy as it's own
obstacle and enjoying the challenge of clearing the board as opposed to rushing.

The game is short, but sweet. It can be cleared in under two hours if you are quick. Still, it's got pretty solid core design and I
don't think I was cheated for only four dollars.

Overall: It's a nice little adventure with a cute protagonist and some fairly serious challenges. Recommended for classic hardcore
arcade fans. If you find yourself longing for some challenging 2D action or are a fan of the old lovecraftian setting, this one is a
nice little nut for you to crack.. nice nice nice good one. 6\/10 soundtrack, basically bought it to support the writer.. I wanted to
give it a thumbs up before i actually started playing but then the system told me i cannot.
For those of you who are still thinking to buy or not - just buy it and enjoy!
Just be reminded the season pass is ridiculously priced so I'll probably pass. (no pun intended). Mousecraft is a entertaining
puzzle-game, which is basically a mix of Lemmings and Tetris.

You have to guide three mice (which behave like lemmings) through a level full of dangeres to a piece of cheese. To help the
mice there are Tetris-like blocks to build a path. New items are introduced step by step in the game which enrich the puzzle
experience and bring diversion to the game.

Guiding all three mice to the cheese is more or less easy, but there are also collectible crystals and it can be very tricky to get all
of them. Better said: to leed the mice to all cristals.

Despite beeing an indie game programmed by a small game studio Mousecraft offers good graphics and performance and seems
quite professional. And the most important thing: it's quite fun to play!

(Review after 27/80 Levels). A very unconventional platformer for people who want to try something new.
Movement is based on momentum with a number of abilities and tricks available for different situations, all of them difficult to
master.
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